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ABSTRACT
The goal of this tutorial is to educate the audience about the state
of the art in ML for cloud data systems, both in research and in
practice. The tutorial is divided in two parts: the progress, and the
path forward.
Part I covers the recent successes in deploying machine learning
solutions for cloud data systems. We will discuss the practical considerations taken into account and the progress made at various
levels. The goal is to compare and contrast the promise of ML for
systems with the ground actually covered in industry.
Finally, Part II discusses practical issues of machine learning
in the enterprise covering the generation of explanations, model
debugging, model deployment, model management, constraints
on eyes-on data usage and anonymization, and a discussion of
the technical debt that can accrue through machine learning and
models in the enterprise.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern cloud has democratized access to sophisticated and scalable
data processing systems. In contrast to the days of long hardware
and software procurement cycles, before any data processing could
be done, the modern cloud has transformed data processing capabilities into commodities of instant gratification — the state of the art
data processing stack is available at one’s disposal in a matter of few
clicks. In addition to quick provisioning, cloud also offers managed
data services where many of the operational tasks are taken care by
the cloud provider. These could include security, updates, backups,
scaling up or down, reliability, tracking, and support for various
systems, among others, thus making the lives of system users much
easier. Finally, there is a newer trend for serverless data processing infrastructures which further relieves users from deciding and
paying for a fixed set of resource configurations. Instead, the cloud
provider takes care of allocating resources for each of the user tasks
and they pay only for the actual processing incurred. All of this has
resulted in cloud becoming the destination when it comes to scale
and complexity in data processing.

Unfortunately, the shift to modern cloud has also surfaced newer
pain. Today, while even non-expert users can quickly compose various cloud data services into highly complex application workflows,
they quickly realize the challenges in stitching, configuring, tuning,
debugging, analyzing, or just getting the most out of their data
services. This is because cloud users often do not have the expertise
or domain knowledge, or access to database administrators (DBAs)
that were traditionally hired on-premise, or even the control to the
low level system components in managed services. This is painful
not just for the end users but also for cloud providers since the onus
is now on them to provide a good user experience. Furthermore,
cloud data systems also end up having too many moving parts,
with more layers of virtualization and abstraction, which makes
them much harder to manage and tune, leaving users and/or cloud
providers to deal with infeasible decision space, settle with suboptimal performance, and yet end up with much higher operational
costs. All of these become critical areas for the cloud to cover as it
embraces the next wave of digital transformation for businesses to
stay relevant and competitive, along with the next level of customer
expectations that include higher quality of service (QoS) and lower
total cost of ownership (TCO).
Luckily, cloud data systems also have an unfair advantage: they
have visibility to massive amount of workloads that capture the heterogeneity across many different users and applications, as well as
the changes over time. This global visibility coupled with advances
in machine learning (ML) tools and libraries, end-to-end system
control, and faster release cycles has several implications. First,
there is a push to make cloud data systems data-driven, i.e., move
from intuition and guesstimates to quantifiable insights. Second,
there is an opportunity to introduce self-tuning feedback-loops in
cloud data systems, i.e., learn from how things went in the past and
apply them to future workloads. And third, there is a need to evolve
the cloud data systems to newer user requirements, workload types,
hardware designs, and other things over time, i.e., adapt to the
newer trends and realities. In fact, leveraging cloud observability to
constantly learn and improve the system behavior is fast emerging
as a design principle for modern cloud data systems and presents
enormous potential to rebuild the cloud that was promised, i.e., one
which is simpler, faster, and cheaper.
In the remaining of this proposal, we outline the two parts of
the tutorial, namely the progress, and the path forward.
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THE PROGRESS

The newfound excitement in ML for systems started with the case
for learned indexes [32]. Afterwards, there has been has been a
deluge of ideas from the academic and research community on
how to integrate ML into pretty much any system layer. In industry
however, the pace is more regulated as those ideas get hardened into
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infancy [10] but the premises are appealing, and the trend is there.
Cluster-level tuning has become part of Cosmos [67], improving
resource management with machine learning in now in Azure [11],
SKU recommendations are available when migrating SQL Server
from on-premise to cloud [40], and similar tuning and migration
services are also available in AWS and GCP.

2.2

Figure 1: Layers of the cloud data systems that will be covered during the tutorial.
products. In this tutorial we illustrate a snapshot of the progress
made in bringing ML for systems closer to practice in cloud data
systems. In order to achieve this, we will represent the cloud data
systems as layered into four different levels (Figure 1) sitting one
on each other.
• At the bottom level we have cloud platforms (Section 2.1).
ML solutions in this level tries to address questions such as
What are the right machine SKUs for my workload? How do
we meet VM provisioning SLAs given the current load?
• Query engines (Section 2.2) runs on top of cloud platforms.
At this level there are several interesting components that
can be tuned using ML. In general, at this level we are interested in knowing What can we learn from past query workloads? How can we improve query plans in the future?
• Higher level cloud services (Section 2.3) can be employed
on the query engines. At this level, cloud customers are
interested in solutions regarding questions such as What are
the peak and low load intervals? When do we backup? What
is the optimal scaling strategy given the current workload?
• Finally, developers (Section 2.4) are end users for all the above
levels. At this level we will be exploring works answering
questions such as How can I inject data science in my project?
What is the end-to-end experience when ML is part of my
software? How can I exploit ML to be more productive?
Next we will double click on each of the levels starting bottom-up
from the cloud platforms.

2.1

Platforms

Cloud platforms are typically large and often unwieldy. Therefore,
frameworks designed specifically for tuning the hardware (SKU
design, power capping) and software (containers per machine and
other software configurations) are starting to emerge. For example,
one can model performance with various VM-level characteristics
such as storage type, network, CPU, etc., [49], select the best cloud
configurations [7], or choose the flash storage [6]. The next step
is to study cloud traces and provide recommendations based on
previous workloads [30]. In fact, cloud workloads are often recurrent [25], whereby past traces are good approximations for future
loads. At this point applying ML is the natural next step. Indeed, ML
applied to cloud platform and resource management is still in its
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Query Engines

In the query engine domain, there has been tremendous excitement and interest in the last few years, especially in academia. 1 In
general, the most common targets for ML for system approaches
over query engines are indexes and layout [22, 22, 32], cardinality [17, 23, 64], cost modeling [5, 20, 34], query planner and optimizer [36, 37], query resources [35, 61, 66], and self-tuning [14, 18].
Nevertheless, there is a collective realization of the challenges
involved in bringing ML for query engines to industry. For instance,
bringing learned indexes into BigTable required a completely new
approach [2]. Similarly, recent discussion on the practical implications of learned cardinality [63] concluded that is better to narrow
down the focus to improving cardinality where it really matters [46].
This brought the first industry deployment of learned cardinality
in Cosmos [28]. Interesting enough, the same infrastructure used
for learned cardinality [28], can be reused for cost modeling [59],
as well as views [26, 29], automatic scaling [56], and steering the
query optimizer using learned query hints [47]. This brought to the
realization that what is really needed for injecting ML into query
engines at cloud scale is a broader infrastructure whereby learned
components can be plugged when appropriate. On this respect,
Cosmos currently embraces the Microlearning [28] architecture
and follows the workload optimization patterns of [27]. To prove
the generality of the approach, a similar infrastructure is currently
under development over the Spark stack as well [54].
Finally, optimizing resources is critical on the Cloud. Automatic
resource management is becoming more practical. Examples are
resource optimizations such as memory grant feedback in SQL
Server [41] or degree of parallelism in big data workloads [8, 52, 56].
Auto-tuning of cloud-scale query engines looks like a far-away
dream, although commercial databases are already providing such
functionalities [38, 50].

2.3

Services

Cloud data platforms are often accompanied by a number of lowlevel tasks and services to keep it functional. Several prior work
have looked into how cloud services can be managed at scale without human intervention. Examples include auto-scaling [19], mitigating slow instances [62], auto-sharding [3], load prediction and
backup [53], among others. Even in this space, lately we are witnessing a new set of ML-driven approaches to proactively adjust
the services given observed workloads. For example, predictive
auto-scaling is now available in many cloud data services such as
HDInsight [39] and EC2 [9]. Likewise, predictive backups are now
also possible [53], as well ML-driven checkpointing decisions [66].

1 An

extensive compilation of recent papers and developments can be found here [1].

2.4

Developers

Finally, developers are at the core of data systems, and so improving
developer experience is paramount. More advanced ML-driven
developer experiences are, for instance, now available in Visual
Studio [43], VSCode, and Github (e.g., copilot [21]). While a large
amount of tooling has been developed for application developers,
there is also a push to improve the lives of system developers by
introducing newer ways to build ML infused software that is easy
to track, debug, evolve, and performance engineered over time [13].
This is also connected to the Software 2.0 trend [31].
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THE PATH FORWARD

We now list many of the open problems that we see going forward as
ML for systems becomes more mainstream in industry and practice.
Experimentation. Getting good accuracy on train/test/validation
datasets is just the beginning for ML for systems. The major steps
in the workflow include testing the model over large production
workloads or on canary settings. This requires an experimentation
framework (e.g., Diametrics [15], SCOPE Flighting tool) for extensive A/B testing, performance monitoring over diverse metrics,
storage and retrieval of historical runs, as well as anonymization.
A good experimentation frameworks allows the product support
team to build trust that the machine learning component will not
create problems over time.
Model Serving. Once the product team trusts the ML model, it can
be deployed in several flavors [33]: one can use containers (e.g., as
in Clipper [12]) or out of process execution; an alternative is to use
in-process execution by importing the models as a libraries (e.g., as
in ML.NET [4] or Scikit-Learn [51]), or by converting the model into
a target format that then can be called at runtime (e.g., achieved by
using ONNX [44] or Hummingbird [45]). Furthermore, predictions
can be served online (e.g., one-at-a-time) or batched. The former is
preferred when predictions are on the critical path (e.g., cardinality
estimation is used by the query optimizer and therefore only few
milliseconds are allowed to render the prediction) while the latter
approach is commonly used for achieving better throughput and
taking advantage of modern hardware accelerators.

be manually addressed by a support team—any increase in the number of tickets generated could be a blocker. To address this concern,
proper guards need to be put in place for making sure that models
behave accordingly [16, 24].
Debugging and Root Cause Analysis. When some performance
regressions or errors are generate by a ML-enhanced cloud data
system, the infrastructure should provide extensive logging, as
well as means to debug the predictions [48, 57]. Making direct use
of cloud ML offerings such as Azure ML, SageMaker or Google
Cloud AI allows to take advantage of their logging and debugging
tools, instead of having to build another system, specific for the
application.
Privacy and GDPR. Since models are likely trained over datasets
generated from customer workloads, any sensible information must
be properly anonymized. Furthermore, ML-for-systems product
must be built with GDPR (or CCPA) requirements in mind in order
to avoid regulatory and performance implications [58]. Finally,
customer may request some data to be deleted, whereby updatable
models [55] are a new interesting technique.
Common Platforms. All of the above aspects are relevant for
every cloud data system that we want to enhance with ML. Major cloud provides such as Amazon, Google and Microsoft have
several managed data systems products, and building a new ML
for systems infrastructure each time is prohibitively expensive and
redundant. Consolidating data products over a unified service and
infrastructure whereby common ML components can be built once
and reused across different products is therefore preferred. Azure
Synapse [42] is a step forward in this direction.
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Model Management Often multiple ML models have to be deployed within the same ML-enabled-feature, e.g., one model for
operator, or because models are updated over time (e.g., every day,
week, month) in order to avoid staleness and follow the workload
trend. Having multiple models concurrently in the system, requires
not only a proper model management infrastructure [60] allowing
fast model retrieval, versioning, and update [55], but also a unified
API because different models could be implemented using different frameworks (e.g., Scikit-Learn and PyTorch models could live
together in the same deployment because the former provides a
large set of “traditional” ML models such as tree-ensemble models,
while the latter allows the deployment of state of the art DNNs).
MLFlow [65] is an example of standard API for model inference
commonly adopted by any major cloud vendor.
Performance Regressions. The most important requirement when
deploying ML models in cloud data system is minimization of performance regressions: given the massive scale of cloud products,
any performance regression will likely generate a ticket that must
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